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Abstract 
  

This thesis discusses cloth simulations for visual effects production, and the 
replication of real life garments in that context. The purpose is to get an 
understanding for the practical process of recreating actual cloth garments, and 
through this work explore the behaviour of cloth materials and the importance of their 
specific traits in a simulation context. This is achieved through recreating three 
specific cloth garments in a computer simulation package, cross-referencing 
observed cloth properties as guidance. The resulting videos are then compared side 
by side with filmed reference by the author and through a survey, along with similar 
looking simulations to evaluate the quality of the simulations. The results show that it 
is possible to digitally recreate real world garments, with accuracy being mostly 
depending on resolution, model accuracy and apparent thickness. The report also 
highlights a need for further research into tangible cloth recreation. 

Sammanfattning 
 
Detta arbete diskuterar tygsimulationer för VFX-produktion, och återskapandet av 
verkliga plagg i detta sammanhang. Syftet är att få förståelse för en praktisk process 
av att återskapa plagg, och genom detta arbete utforska hur tygmaterial beter sig 
samt vikten av deras specifika egenskaper för simulation. Detta åstadkoms genom 
att återskapa tre specifika tyger i en datorsimulations-mjukvara, samtidigt som de 
jämförs med riktiga tygegenskaper som guide. De resulterande filmklippen sätts 
därefter sida vid sida med filmade referenser för att jämföras av författaren samt 
genom en undersökning. Tillsammans med andra liknande simulationer bedöms 
dess kvalité. Resultaten visar att det är möjligt att digitalt återskapa verkliga plagg, 
där träffsäkerheten mest drivs av upplösning, modellkvalité samt visuell tjocklek. 
Rapporten lyfter också behovet av vidare forskning inom påtagligt återskapande av 
tyger. 
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1   Introduction 
  

1.1  Background 

 
Since computer graphics started being used in post production, the goal has been to 
be able to visually represent the world in a way that makes sense for the viewer, and 
in the end reads as real. Most of our world is dynamic in nature, and while one can 
convey a story using hand crafted animations, dynamic elements can help sell the 
image and settle visual effects elements. When it comes to characters, animating the 
movement of cloth was, and to a certain degree still is a time consuming and difficult 
process. It is nigh impossible to animate believable cloth for a realistic character by 
hand, which has led to the use of dynamic simulations. Now, we are getting ever 
closer to producing physically accurate simulations, and the problem is slowly 
shifting more towards the artistic. Cloth simulation algorithms and solvers are 
technically complex, and usually unintuitive when describing their properties and 
parameters. 

Through my work in technical animation, cloth has always been a big part of 
the process. During my time writing this thesis at Fido film, I was tasked with setting 
up cloth simulation rigs for major digital double characters, which were to replace 
real life actors for more fantastical shots. It was essential that the cloth for the digital 
characters directly matched that of the actors in the filmed sequences. 

Even with knowledge of the software and how to simulate cloth on a technical 
level, there is always the persistent problem of translating simulation settings into the 
desired motion, which might not always be so clear. With cloth simulations 
transitioning from an added bonus to an essential part of modern VFX characters, it 
is becoming all the more important to replicate real life materials, which puts an 
emphasis on understanding the behaviour of the cloth.  
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1.2   Purpose 

 
The purpose of this thesis is to examine properties of real life cloth that could carry 
relevancy for the animation and simulation of cloth in a computer generated 
environment and to attain a practical understanding of the process of replicating real 
life cloth through simulations. 

- What properties of cloth materials are most relevant for the way that cloth 
behaves? 

- What makes different kinds of cloth read differently for viewers? 
- Can these properties be directly represented in dynamic simulations? 

1.3   Limitations 

 
This thesis is completely based in the field of computer graphics, and will be limited 
to producing cloth simulations for VFX production. Accurately modeling physical 
properties and staying true to measured data will only be relevant as long as it can 
produce visual results. 

Albeit important for human perception, the visual appearance of cloth will not 
be explored. Behaviour will be in focus, and concepts like modeling, texturing and 
shading will be present throughout, but will not be evaluated outside of a 
discussional sense. 
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2   Theory 

2.1   Cloth materials 
 
Cloth is a type of material defined by its soft characteristics, created from spun yarn 
threads that are interlaced in different patterns. The properties of the yarn combined 
with the pattern of the threads defines the way that a specific cloth looks and 
behaves, creating a material that is irregular in behaviour and relatively difficult to 
model. 

The mechanical properties for cloth depend on a lot of factors. Properties like 
stretch and bend can be judged visually, but some properties like shearing are hard 
to understand by only looking at cloth. 

According to ATIRA (2017) a common way of objectively testing properties of 
a cloth is using a Kawabata evaluation system. This system classifies cloths by their 
physical properties. When evaluating cloths using this system, one generally uses a 
device that generates data about a set cloth piece’s responses to different applied 
forces based on a set of parameters. The Kawabata system measurements include: 

- Tension and Shear. Tension is measured by pulling along the warp and weft 
of the yarn in the fabric, evaluating the stretch and stiffness of the cloth. 
Generally, a looser woven cloth tends to be more stretchy and less tense as 
each crossing has space to move around. The same goes for knit fabrics, as 
tighter loops produce less leeway for the yarn threads. 

- Pure Bending. Measures how much force is needed and how far the fabric 
can bend. A tighter weave generally gives less bendability in the cloth. 

- Compression. Measures the compression of the fabric. 
- Surface friction. Measures the friction of the flat fabric as well as any 

geometrical roughness in the fabric itself (ATIRA, 2017). 
 
Volino and Magnenat-Thalmann (2000) characterizes fabrics into three different 
types: 

- Woven fabrics are the most common textiles, and uses a basic pattern with 
threads being interlaced at right angles. The behaviour of these cloths are 
comparatively easy to model, and can in a lot of cases be considered an 
elastic sheet of fabric. 

- Knitted fabrics are significantly more complex, as the threads are instead 
arranged in rows of loops which are pulled through each other. The difference 
in tension between loops and the fabric itself creates an extremely irregular 
behaviour which is difficult to model with simple simulations. 
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- Non-woven fabrics is an extremely wide characterization, with each fabric 
having unique behaviours. Collectively, they all share unorganized weaves 
with no specific pattern, like paper or felt. Even though they are unorganized, 
they generally form patterns which can create comparatively regular 
behaviour (Volino et. al., 2000). 

2.2   Cloth simulations 
 
2.2.1   Rubber sheet model 

According to Volino et. al. (2000) modern cloth simulation started to take 
shape in the 1980s when Kawabata first presented his model of mapping cloth 
parameters. Early cloth models looked at cloth as an elastic surface modeled with 
behavioural curves controlled by these properties. Derived from this model, multiple 
physically based methods were developed, mimicking different specific behaviours 
like wrinkling and draping with each iteration. While this method was effective for 
freeform cloth, it was generally heavy to calculate, and simply could not deal with the 
specific tensions that could arise when cloths are constrained in real life (Volino et. 
al. 2000), something that would be possible in a method presented by Xavier Provot 
(1995) in his paper: Deformation Constraints in a Mass-Spring Model to Describe 
Rigid Cloth Behavior . 
 
2.2.2   Mass-spring model 

Provot (1995) got around these problems using particle based cloth simulation 
solutions. This is the leading method used in today's commercial cloth simulation 
solvers. This method represents the crossings of yarns in a weave with particles, 
which all have forces acting upon them. Particles are connected with mass-springs 
that calculate physical properties between each particle. To retain cloth properties, 
conditional constraints are placed between different particles. Stretching is 
calculated between adjacent particles, shearing is calculated through “cross links” 
between nearby particles, and bending is calculated across three particles. In 
commercial 3D packages, these particles are usually mapped to the vertices of a 
mesh in order to deform the surface and visualize the simulation (Provot, 1995). 
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2.2.3   Perception 
While research on artistic direction for cloth is scarce, there are some studies 

considering these factors as well. In Sackcloth or Silk? The Impact of Appearance vs 
Dynamics on the Perception of Animated Cloth by Aliaga, O’Sullivan, Guiterrez and 
Tamstorf (2015), research is conducted on the perception of cloth by people, and 
specifically the impact of cloth movement versus the look of the cloths. They 
conclude that the importance of behaviour is contextual and largely based on what 
type of cloth is being evaluated, leaning towards it not being as important as the 
visual texture and appearance of the cloth (Aliaga et. al., 2015). 

Bouman, Xiao, Battaglia and Freeman (2013) presented a method of 
understanding cloth behaviour from video in their article Estimating the Material 
Properties of Fabric from Video. They used an experiment to verify the accuracy of 
human perception of cloth from motion video in order to make sure their proposed 
algorithm would be accurate. For this part of the experiment, their suggested 
perceived parameters were Stiffness and Density (Bouman et. al., 2013). A 
continuation of this research was conducted in Sigal, Mahler, Diaz, McIntosh, Carter 
and Richards (2015) siggraph report: A perceptual Control Space for Garment 
Simulation. They conducted research on human perception as a driving factor in 
setting up cloth parameters, simplifying parameter translation for artists. In their 
experiment, they decided to use and evaluate 22 variable parameters, altered from a 
few presets presented on a per material basis (i.e cotton, wool etc.). This research 
resulted in some parameters like shear being barely perceivable in the motion of 
cloth, and some parameters like air drag being extremely dependent on the material 
at hand. In this report, they also presented a set of common traits describing 
movement of cloth outside of a simulation context, including wrinkly, heavy, soft, 
stretchy, flowing, crisp, silky, smooth, light, rigid and stiff (Sigal et. al., 2015). 
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3   Method 

3.1   Cloth properties/video recording 

 
Through an experiment, the validity of the cloth properties discussed in the theory 
chapter will be tested. The experiment begins with shooting reference footage of real 
world cloths. Three main cloths were shot using identical camera settings and 
positions, all cloths with vastly different characteristics, to be replicated in a 
simulation engine. These cloths varied from simple to difficult when it comes to 
characterization, allowing the survey results to be mapped according to the 
perception of these videos. In each video, a cloth is thrown on top of a pointed 
surface (an upside down stool) at a controlled set. Using this video one can judge 
most of the Kawabata properties of the cloth, as well as the cloth drape and weight. 

The three cloth references to be replicated using the properties discussed in 
the theory chapter are: 

1. Cotton T-shirt. 100% cotton, tight weave. Folded starting position. 
2. Polyester Blanket. Polyester interweaved with felt. Folded starting position. 
3. Chiffon scarf.  100% Chiffon, relatively tight weave, relatively heavy. 

 

 

Apart from the main reference video, one more video of each main cloth was shot, 
which was not to be viewed in the actual survey. This video displays a quick routine 
for each cloth, performed by hand, showcasing each property from the Kawabata 
system specifically: 

- Stretching the cloth, along both warp and weft and through both pinching and 
widespread stretching, Showcasing the stretch of the cloth as well as 
shearing. 

- Compressing the cloth. 
- Bending the cloth under light pressure around a corner, testing its bendability. 
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- Laying the cloth flat as well as sliding it along a surface, testing friction. 
All of these tests are designed to emulate actions that could quickly be performed on 
set. 

Based on the research from the theory chapter, specifically the Kawabata 
system (ATIRA, 2017) and the traits presented by Sigal et. al. (2015), a set of 
parameters are set to judge the behaviour and movement of the cloth pieces from 
the videos. The parameters selected are as follows: Tension, Shear, Pure bending, 
Compression, Surface friction, Wrinkling, Weight, Smoothness, Flowiness. 
The perceived parameters are presented in table 1, on a scale between 0-1 where 0 
represents a relatively low affiliation to the trait, and vice versa. 
 
Table 1: Observed cloth properties 
Stretch 0.5 0.3 0.5 

Shear 0.2 0.2 0.3 

Pure bending 0.8 0.5 1.0 

Compression 0.2 0.1 0.1 

Surface friction 0.7 0.9 0.4 

Wrinkles 0.6 0.2 0.8 

Weight (1 is higher) 0.6 0.9 0.1 

Soft 0.4* 0.7 0.8 

Flowing 0.3 0.6 1.0 
*The perceived softness of the cloth itself does not represent the actual softness, as the cloth was 
tightly folded. 

3.2   Simulation method 

 
When selecting simulation method there are a few key factors deciding which 
direction to go. First of all, in a VFX production it is important that dynamic workflows 
can work in a pipeline, putting the requirement of the simulation software being 
commercially available with the ability to take input from other disciplines and output 
workable files for downstream. 

It is always a requirement that the solver can handle different types of 
dynamics (like rigid bodies and particles), since it should be able to replicate real 
world cloths, which do interact with all elements.  

The chosen simulation method uses a particle based mass-spring model for 
simulations. It has a wide variety of setting retaining a similar structure to the ones 
used by Sigal et. al. (2015). The settings offer option for almost all parameters 
mentioned in the Kawabata system. There is also the ability to start from a few select 
presets, again similar to Sigal et. al.’s experiment, which is helpful for the experiment 
with the requirement of creating control clips that are intentionally inaccurate to the 
reference but still behaves like cloth. The solver also handles collisions at different 
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quality levels, allowing collisions to be calculated either per component in the cloth or 
for the full surface. This combined with substep calculations between frames allows 
for stable simulations, even with high speed animations, at the cost of calculation 
times. 

3.3   Replicating the cloth 

 
3.3.1   Simulation scene 

For the replication, a duplicate of the live set is created in a 3D software 
package. The 3D scene is a 1:1 scale replica of the one used in real life. Two models 
are made for the scene itself: One high resolution stool which would be the one used 
for the final output video file results, and one lower resolution stool to serve as 
collider for the cloths, minimizing unnecessary calculations and ultimately saving 
time spent simulating, allowing for faster iterations. Lights are also set up roughly like 
the lighting setup used for the filmed references. This is to make sure that folds are 
visible. 

The final scene used in all cloth simulations can be seen in figure 4. 
Each cloth object is modeled and rigged so that they behave similarly to their 

real world counterparts. All cloth models are modeled in a state resembling their look 
before being thrown in the main reference clips. The cloth pieces are modeled in 
separate scenes. 
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- The T-shirt has a lot of seams and stitches that 
very much dictates how the cloth behaves. These 
are replicated by using constraint methods in the 
simulation solver. Particles along the seams are 
constrained to each other and constantly pulled 
slightly closer, replicating the behaviour of a seam. 
Figure 5 shows the mesh resolution of the T-shirt 
as well as any constraints representing seams. 

 

- The Blanket was folded once 
before being thrown which had to 
be accounted for in the model 
itself. Due to its thickness, the 
actual output mesh has to be 
differentiated from the simulation 
mesh. A thicker output mesh is 
modeled and attached to the 
simulated mesh using a wrap 
deformer.  

 
 
 
 

- The scarf demands a slightly 
higher polygon count as the folds 
would be drastically thinner for 
this specific type of cloth. 
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3.3.2   Simulations 
The cloth objects are each simulated in separate scenes. They start with a 

cotton t-shirt preset, since this was used as a middle ground for the analysis of the 
video footage. Each cloth is then animated to move (and be thrown) according to the 
live-action reference video using constraint methods. Simulation properties are 
tweaked in iterations, each responding to an observed error in the behaviour until 
most have been resolved. This is done using the parameters presented earlier. The 
traits and their default responses are shown in table 2. Specific settings for the final 
cloth pieces can be found in appendix 1. 
 
Table 2: Standard responses for behavioural errors 

Trait Corresponding 
settings 

Setting explanation 

Tension and Shear Stretch resistance, Shear 
resistance 

Stretch resistance and shear resistance both 
correspond directly to these traits. 

Pure bending Bend resistance, bend 
angle, self collision 
thickness 

A high bend angle dropoff demands a certain tension 
before breaking into a fold, creating flat surfaces with tight 
bends. Self collisions can emulate folds if the collisions 
are actually wider than the material. 

Compression Compression resistance Compression resistance corresponds directly to this trait. 

Surface friction Friction, Stickiness The friction property creates friction along the surface of 
the material. Stickiness creates friction perpendicular to 
the surface. 

Wrinkly/Crisp Bend resistance, rigidity, 
deform resistance 

A low bend resistance creates wrinklier materials. Rigidity 
and deform resistance can help mitigate larger folds while 
keeping wrinkly behaviour. 

Heavy/light Mass, Damp, Tangential 
drag 

Mass makes the material heavier. Damp eliminates 
energy, removing excessive motion. Tangential drag can 
help to give the cloth an upwards force, similar to paper in 
the wind. 

Soft/Silky/Smooth/Rigid Bend resistance, rigidity, 
self collision thickness 

A high bend resistance will eliminate folds and make the 
cloth more rigid/smooth. Rigidity and self collisions can 
achieve rigidity without sacrificing folds. 

Flowing Drag, Damp A low damp will allow the cloth to keep motion going. 
Drag settings allows the cloth to pick up more 
resistance in the air, creating flowy motion. 
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3.4   Survey 

 
3.4.2   Video files 

Apart from the video of the correct cloth simulation, three other clips were 
generated from each simulation, creating a total of 12 video clips. These clips were 
designed for separate purposes: 

- The first clip showed the correct cloth simulation as proposed by the 
experiment. This clip was used to evaluate the results of the experiment. 

- The second clip showed the correct simulation with all settings related to bend 
resistance (bend resistance, bend angle dropoff, self collision width) lowered 
by half. This clip was used to evaluate the impact on perception for thickness 
and bending. 

- The third clip showed the correct simulation with the stretch resistance setting 
lowered by half. This clip was used to evaluate the impact on perception for 
stretching. 

- The fourth clip served as a control clip, using a separate preset from the 
simulation software. 

These steps were repeated for every separate garment. All clips were then placed 
side by side with the matching reference clip and rendered out as GIF-files at a 
resolution of 1200*617 pixels at 25 frames per second. 
 
3.4.3   Survey 

The survey is created using Google Forms, a free web application. It’s 
conducted completely publicly, with no registration or specific background required, 
although the survey is being spread to both novices and industry professionals. 
Participants are first introduced and given complete instructions on how to complete 
the survey. Before being able to start the survey, the participants are also explicitly 
told to evaluate each cloth separately and make sure they specifically judge the cloth 
by the movement, and not the final resting position or shape. 

The survey is laid out in 3 chapters, one for each garment. Each garment has 
five question blocks. The first four question blocks present the participant with the 
four GIF files of the garment side by side with its filmed reference in a randomly 
selected order. The clips play automatically on the website, and the participants do 
not have the ability to pause the clips, forcing them to focus on the motion. The 
participant is asked to rate how similar the simulation on the right behaves as 
compared to the live-action filmed reference on the left, using a scale of 1-5 where 1 
represents not similar, and 5 represents Very similar . These question blocks are 
obligatory in order to pass to the next chapter. Each chapter concludes with an 
optional question block, where the participant has the opportunity to elaborate on 
their decisions. 
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When the survey has been completed, the participant submits their responses. 
These responses are automatically recorded in a spreadsheet, noting timestamp, 
responses per question as well as any elaborations on a per-user basis. 
 
3.4.4   Critique 

Given the fact that the survey is based on perception makes any data 
acquired unreliable in itself. Using a numbered scale to judge something abstract 
means that the results of the survey can only be judged in relation to itself. A 5 for 
one participant might mean that the cloth is perfect, but for another it might mean 
that it’s just the best of the ones currently available. However, when compared to 
other results, one can judge which one fared better or worse. 

The survey also directly compares one video to another. While this pinpoints 
specific behaviours with the cloths, perception might be altered when the cloth is 
viewed on it’s own, without a real reference next to it. 
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4   Results 

4.1   Experiment 

 
The final results of the experiment are presented in figures 8-13. 
They are presented in order of cloth, with the first image of each series showing a 
moving frame of the cloth, and the second image showing the resting pose. 
Download links to the final GIF files can be found in appendix 2. 
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4.2   Survey results 

 
Figure 14 shows the results of the survey. A total of 49 answers were submitted. 
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Relevant elaborations for each garment are as follows: 
 
Blanket: 

- “First [preset] bounces weird, second [stretch] looks really good nice, third 
[original] feels a bit too ‘heavy’” 

- “The earlier images [preset, stretch] move too slowly and linearly to feel 
realistic, the second to last [original] is really good except for the pop it gets at 
the front stool leg which is clearly too linear. Try an exponential function 
instead” (paraphrased and translated from swedish) 

- “2nd [stretch] and 3rd [original] option were the closest, but it feels like in all of 
these the cloth moves a bit too much after landing maybe? The 3rd one is 
probably the best in that regard, though I like the wrinkles of the 2nd one 
better, I think. 1st [preset] one looked more like some kind of fleece 
blanket/cover and the reference look like a bit more sturdy cloth material.” 

- “Stiffness and rigidity made the most impact” 
- “Generally needs more friction/dampening maybe? CG cloth doesn't stop 

moving at any point compared to live action reference” 
 
Scarf: 

- “Faster is perceived as closer, the others are too slow” (paraphrased and 
translated from swedish) 

- “1st [bend] and 4th [original] look too thick? The 4th one more so. 2nd 
[stretch] one feels like it moves a bit unnatural in the air, though the kind of 
cloth in the reference is the kind that might do that as well I guess, so it might 
still be the closest one. 3rd [preset] one feels like it moves a bit too much after 
landing, like the previous ones, and looks a bit too elastic maybe? If the 1st 
one looked a bit thinner/lighter I think I'd say that one was the closest, 
probably.” 

- “The origin fabric stops moving faster” 
 
T-Shirt: 

- “2nd [preset] one looks a bit too elastic, 3rd [bend] one a tiny bit too sturdy. 
1st [original] and 4th [stretch] are close, but still somehow look like another 
kind of material than the reference. 4th one looks a bit too heavy maybe? A 
mix between the 1st and 2nd one I think would have been the best 
resemblance.” 

- “The simulated fabric seams to soft” 
- “This one was the best one yet. In my eyes it's getting to a "static position" 

that makes it better. When cloth never stops moving it looks strange” 
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5   Discussion 

5.1   Results discussion 

The purpose was to examine properties of real life cloth that could carry relevancy 
for the animation and simulation of cloth in a CG environment and to attain a 
practical understanding of the process of replicating real life cloth through 
simulations. 

Visually, all cloths behave similarly to the reference, but none of them truly 
moves like its real world counterpart. 
 
5.1.1   T-shirt 

The cotton T-shirt is probably the most forgiving when it comes to material, as 
the variety of cotton T-shirt behaviour can be enormous. The simulated example 
emulates the rigidity of a two-folded material by using thickness and rigidity values in 
the simulator, but this might not be the optimal method to achieve this, as the results 
end up looking stiff overall. It also has a problem of resolution, as certain memory 
fold and smaller wrinkles are unable to form. In a regular VFX production, these 
problems would be more likely to be solved with texturing and digital sculpting, since 
the increase in resolution would not affect the final results enough visually to merit 
the increase in simulation time. 
 
5.1.2   Blanket 

The blanket suffered the most technical issues, which is very apparent in the 
results due to the visible lack of friction. The blanket is a good example of a large 
and heavy piece of cloth, which put stress on collision algorithms. The shape is a lot 
simpler, which made correct bending and draping easier to judge. 
 
5.1.3   Scarf 

The scarf looks like it’s behaving properly, but does not drape like the 
reference at all. This is partially due to the model being incorrect from the start, as it 
is slightly smaller than the reference scarf. The scarf did end up looking slightly too 
thick, which is both due to bending but also due to the fact that it moves slightly too 
slow. Again, the issue of resolution which is further discussed in the process 
discussion. 

5.2   Survey discussion 

 
The survey results do reflect my own perception of the result videos. First and 
foremost they depict that most resulting simulations on average scored in the middle. 
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Average values for all cloths and variations generally stayed between the values 3-4, 
reinforcing the idea that they look close, but not very close. There are a number of 
factors that can play into this, some of which were discussed in the theory chapter. 
Of course, the results can just mean that the cloths were simply not close enough in 
their behaviour. The fact that the control preset clips gave decent results strengthens 
the idea that behaviour might not be as important as the look of the cloth, something 
that was also concluded by Aliaga et. al. (2015). An interesting aspect of this is the 
correlation between look and behaviour. One such example is the chiffon scarf, 
which had an extreme amount of memory folds from the start, which in turn would 
affect how new folds would be formed. This would imply that a more accurate 
starting geometry is very important for recreating real world garments. Another 
possible reason for the medium results might have to do with the generated 
simulations from the experiment, which might not have produced a wide enough 
variation to draw any significant conclusions. 

When it comes to specific traits, some interesting points can be derived from 
the results, and especially from the elaborations that some people gave, albeit few. 
Most people tended to react less to the increase in stretchiness than the increase in 
bending. This is clear from both the data but also from the comments, as participants 
often specifically felt the need to mention the thickness of the cloth, which of course 
can only be observed through the bending of folds in the simulations. While these 
issues were apparent in the survey presented for this experiment, it is also 
interesting to discuss whether a direct comparison between a real life reference and 
the simulation affected the perception of reality with the participants. In a film project, 
it is generally safe to assume that the digital double cloth would not be placed next to 
its real world counterpart in frame at one time. It would be interesting to conduct a 
similar experiment presenting the cloths in sequence after presenting the live-action 
filmed reference. An experiment like this in conjunction with the results presented 
here would give further information about what humans need to perceive cloths as 
real, rather than just compare behaviour of something that is known to be fake. 

5.2   Process discussion 

 
Having a structured workflow for identifying issues gave a clear picture of the 
progress of the cloth simulation. When it comes to actually using the parameters as 
a guide for resolving the issues, the efficiency of the method proved more or less 
effective depending on several factors. 

The usage of garments rather than pure cloths, while reflecting the reality of 
VFX production, introduced difficulty to the workflow. Cloth behaviour was often 
more influenced by the shape of the garment itself, rather than the cloth 
characteristics. A perfect example of this is displayed with the T-shirt, where it was 
not only rested in a double-folded position, but constrained by multiple seams and 
stitches all over. 
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The motion of the garment has a symbiotic relationship with the behaviour of 
it. If the movement does not match the filmed footage, the cloth will behave 
differently, but if the cloth behaviour is not right, it will not move according to 
reference. This can be resolved by setting cloth parameters with a more easily tested 
reference clip, and adding the motion of the VFX shot later in the process. 

Technical issues demand some parameters to stay within certain limits, which 
had to be compensated with other parameters, directly contradicting the 
parameterized workflow as describing traits could not always be replicated with the 
default methods. One such example was an extreme amount of friction being 
required to keep the cloth in place at such a high speed, which directly contradicted 
the friction described during the cloth analysis. Optimization and general scene 
performance does not always allow the use of accurate parameters. Some 
constraint-based settings specifically are extremely heavy to calculate, leading to 
compromises (most apparent with stretch and bend values). 
 
The specific questions of interest for this report were: 

- What properties of cloth materials are the most relevant for the way that cloth 
behaves? 

- What makes different kinds of cloth read differently for viewers? 
- Can these properties be directly represented in dynamic simulations? 

For what properties are relevant for the way that cloth behaves, it gets very clear that 
not only the inherent properties of the material itself, but the shape of the garment, 
the type of motion and any disturbances in the material that dictate how a specific 
cloth behaves. The type of weave and yarn dictate the very basic material properties 
like bend and stretch resistance, but using these values was clearly not enough in 
the actual experiment, which had to account for other factors like double folding and 
seams. 

As for what makes cloth read differently for viewers, the answer is a lot less 
clear. As discussed earlier in the chapter, thickness, weight and bending seems to 
be the driving factors based on the report, but it is apparent that other research ends 
up exploring these areas further. Both this and the first question are difficult to 
discuss with an experiment of this size. Quantitative research like the one conducted 
by Sigal et. al. (2015) within a controlled environment is much better suited as a 
base for that kind of discussion. 

Whether the cloth properties presented in the theory chapter can be replicated 
in simulations is a matter of time and quality. Based on the results, current cloth 
solvers have the ability to replicate common cloths with satisfying results, but the 
quality of the results is still very much dependant on the technology. Convincing 
results demand optimization and computational power to achieve, and even so, 
similar results might be more easily achieved through other techniques like base 
mesh folds and shading tricks. 
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6   Conclusions 

 
The results of this experiment brings forth issues with cloth simulations based on 
prior research, put in a tangible context for specific garment recreation. While this is 
something that has had limited research in the past, it is a tangent to the more basic 
issues presented in most prior research. Apart from the research by Bouman et. al. 
[8] and Sigal et. al. there is limited scientific grounds for recreating actual clothing. It 
might be because the ground behaviour of cloth has simply been too far off until now 
to even start discussing the recreation of actual garments, even if this is an 
enormous use for the research in a VFX context. 

While further research into cloth simulations and technology is important for 
furthering results, this paper highlights a further need for research into practical uses 
of these technologies. Sigal et. al. (2015) discusses cloth simulations from an artist 
perspective. Relating simulation techniques to real world descriptions of cloth is an 
intuitive way of using the research, and with further development could improve 
workflows and reduce overhead time spent simulating.  
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8   Appendix 

8.1   Appendix 1 

All cloth simulations were performed with the Autodesk Maya nucleus solver. 
Each cloth started from the t-shirt preset, with specific settings altered as follows: 
Settings T-shirt Blanket Scarf 

Nucleus settings    

Sub Steps 48 25 46 

Max Collision Iterations 64 46 98 

Space Scale 0,01 00.01 0,01 

Collisions    

Self Collision Flag VertexEdge VertexEdge VertexEdge 

Thickness 0,1 0,18 0,083 

Self Collide Width Scale 1,289 1,8 1 

Friction 1 6 0,2 

Stickiness 0 0 0 

Dynamic properties    

Stretch resistance 80 40 110 

Compression resistance 35 2 20 

Bend resistance 0,2 2,7 0,1 

Bend Angle Dropoff 80 10 0,6 

Shear resistance 0 0 0 

Rigidity 0,0005 0 0 

Deform resistance 0 0 0 

Mass 0,7 1 0,1 

Lift 0,0005 0,0005 0,0005 

Drag 0,05 0,02 0,05 

Tangetial Drag 0,09 0,2 0,05 

Damp 0,01 0,6 0,05 

Stretch Damp 0,01 0,05 0,4 

Scaling relation Object Space Object Space Object Space 

Quality settings    

Max Iterations 24000 24000 10000 

Max Self Collide 
Iterations 36 54 4 
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8.2   Appendix 2 
Link to GIF files (active 18-05-2017) 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B51mD4bWcX2cSUpvbXJ4NTBwVkU?usp=sharing 
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